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K .B . Stadi e

Gentlemen :

After five long and interesting, but inconclusive, session s

we shall now try and draw this meeting to a close with thi s

Panel. This Panel consists of two parts, in the firs t

part we shall attempt to summarise our views on the curren t

status and knowledge of SFI and its importance for the LMFBR

safety case and in the second part we shall try to agree o n

recommendations for future actions . I shall act as your

moderator and I wonder if we are not trying to test th e

veracity of the saying in my country which goes like thi s

one fool, or better one SFI fool, can ask more questions

than 10 wise men or better 50 SFI experts, could answer" .
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Before proceeding I should like to remind the Members

' of the Panel and audience that we will record thi s

discussion and its transcript will subsequently appear

in the proceedings . You may recall that we adopted a

different procedure for SPI II when the Panel was held

off-record .

I would like to begin with a personal observation, i n

my present work I attend some 20-30 meetings annually

on different topics in nuclear safety and licensing ;

looking at this meeting I must say - and here I agre e

with Mr. Gilby - that the discussions during this wee k

have left me bewildered . I ask myself what conclusion s

could safety authorities draw from these three days .

Work for sure must continue and we should remind

ourselves that this work has an important objective

beyond the scientific interest in coolant fuel interaction ,

namely to advise the nuclear safety community to what

extent this phenomena needs to be considered in LI'LFBR

safety. I should like to recall why we are here . We

are here because there exists a Committee on the Safet y

of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) which brings togethe r

senior experts on safety and licensing from some 2 2

Member countries of OECD ; and these experts are trying

to reach consensus opinion on important safety issues .

It is obvious that this is not possible on the whole

front of nuclear safety and licensing, but it i s

perhaps possible on some specific topics ; this is one

of the areas where we might make some progress .
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Incidentally we agreed that the opinions presented her e

would be those of the individual experts and no t

necessarily those of the particular employer or country .

In the light of the foregoing the first question

we therefore should ask ourselves and I am sure CSNI

would ask us as well is - what progress has been made sinc e

the Ispra meeting which was a little over two years ago -

in answering the question : "what role does SFI play in

LMFBR safety" .

R .W . Wright

I think the obvious answer to that one is that sodium fue l

interaction is such an energetic one, if it would contribut e

significantly it would be dominant in the work potential, -

the damage potential in a hypothetical core destructiv e

accident . I think that is the primary cause of the worry .

L.Caldarola

If you are asking me what improvements in the degree o f

knowledge have been made, I think that the entropy of th e

information has decreased . I would say that the problem s

are now clearer . We have .a clear controversy between the

hypothesis of Mr . F auske and Mr . Henry on one side and that

of Mr . Board and Mr . Hall on the other side. I would call
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Dr . Board's model a "Gedankenspiel", which means that i t

is theoretically sound but that it is very unlikely to occu r

in a LIBR .

Before Dr . Board's model we could not fill the gap betwee n

trigger mechnism and energetic interaction . The link

between fragmentation and explosion was not clear . Instead

Dr . Board has put the accent on some aspects of the FC I

which can describe this link . They are the geometric condi-

tions (coarse mixing), the triggering mechanism and th e

propagation mechanism . So in this respect we have mad e

progress because we can at least focus our attention on a

problem . This was not the case at Ispra . Of course the

result of this controversy is very important because it wil l

lead to different conclusions . If the hypothesis of Fauske

is the right one, then probably one will conclude that w e

have not to worry any more about energetic fuel coolant

interaction in a LNFBR (except perhaps for the case of mild

interactions) . If instead this is not the case, then on e

has to change the line of defense and one has to consider

the whole spectrum of accidents to see if Board's hypothesi s

can be excluded . This is one point . The other refers t o

the experimental results . I was really happy to see that ,

as .a matter of fact, sodium fuel interactions are very ,

very difficult to get . It is not like in aluminium that

you just put it together with water and you get a strong

interaction very easily .



H.K . Fauske

On the question of progress made since the second

specialists' meeting in Ispra I do believe there has been

significant progress made, particularly in the area o f

propagation mechanisms, as illustrated at this meetin g

by Dr. Henry and Dr . Board. As for the question on the

details regarding these propagation mechanisms I think

it told me it needed further work .

On the questions on the role of fuel coolant interactio n

in LIBR safety, of course, I believe it is an entirel y

different matter . Perhaps one can simplify the problem

by dividing the problem into three classes ,

1. subassembly to subassembly propagation problem .

I do believe that there is some consensus of opinion

emerging, even from this meeting, that this problem i s

less of a problem than at the previous meeting ;

2. the one we like to refer to in the States as th e

recriticality problem, primarily as it relates to pressur e

driven recompaction. I do believe that this is a very

important problem as it relates to fuel coolant interaction ;

3. a particular problem which is extremely design/

dependent is what is referred to as the sodium in case under

prompt critical conditiôns .
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I would like to make a couple of remarks in regard t

the last problem area, because this problem seems to b e

one of primary interest to this meeting . I would lik e

to raise two questions of my own at this time. The

first question is, what role does the internal heat

generation play in fuel coolant interaction . From what

I heard at this meeting this particular parameter has been

completely ignored . The second question I would lik e

to raise is what role the presence of the cladding plays .

We not only have to define experimental needs but also

to define the needs for future safety test facilities .

would like to ask this knowledgeable audience : will an

in-pile test on a sub-assembly size scale, perhap s

217 pins, give enough proof ? If such an experiment was .

carried out in-pile under realistic conditions including

pre-conditioning, prompt critical conditions, and perhap s

other conditions, will that indeed be ade quate proof t o

demonstrate that the energy conversion under these conditions ,

indeed, would be very small ?

J. Cost a

Concerning the progress made since the last meeting in

Ispra I would say that up to now I agree with the previous

speaker and I would just like to emphasise one of the points .

I agree that progress has been made on the FCI proces s

essentially due to the two propagation theories already

mentioned. And on the implication of all this work on fas t
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reactor safety I agree with Hans Fauske that the proble m

of a sub assembly accident is getting less important an d

this has already been mentioned in fact during this meeting

in the paper by Tanguy, which I presented, during the first

session .

The other problem which is in fact not yet solved, whic h

is of great importance is the reactivity accident, and

this is where we have a lot of things . to do and the thre e

last questions that have just been raised are in this field .

One progress that has been made, not in the understanding

of the phenonema itself, I think is that now people are not

only interested in the violent interactions but also in mil d

interactions this, in my opinion, is real progress .

D.Jakeman

I am going to answer this in a slightly different way rathe r

than talk about progress, I would like to emphasize how the

the subject has changed over the years . Going back a few

years ago, the main emphasis seemed to be to get a basic

understanding of vapour explosions . Only then could on e

look at processes which may inhibit them . The inhibiting

factor, a few years ago was almost certainly going to be

the fission gases . . This is something which has not even bee n

mentioned or hardly mentioned at this meeting . Over the

years the'understanding of the basic processes has developed
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and I really believed that when I came to this meetin g

the important point which would be discussed was the relativ e

merits of the different models . Some progress on this has

been made but the meeting has tended to show that we may b e

moving away from establishing whether the details of the

Fauske-Henry spontaneous nucleus model is right or whethe r

the Board detonation processes could take place if th e

right conditions were set up . Discussing whether the fue l

coolant configurations following reactor incidents are one s

in which the shock wave propagation. could take place seems

to be the important issue. Fauske and Henry state quit e

definitely that such configurations cannot arise . I believe

that there is actually a general agreement that one condition

for setting up the right configuration arises when the

interface temperature is above the spontaneous nucleatio n

temperature and this situation is ruled out for U02 and

sodium, I believe that if there is any controversy left an d

I think there probably is, it is in fact in deciding whether

this is a necessary condition and I think this is a point

which will have to be discussed in the future .

H .AIizuta

I agree with Mr . Wright and I think that quite a lot o f

progress has been made since the last meeting . The progres s

is summarized completely in this yellow book, but unfortunately

it is written in Japanese . So I would like to mention abou t

two important progresses from the book . Those are the



theoretical model works . One is the initiating mechanism

code such as PLUTO, the other is the two dimensional whole

core accident code such as the codes which are presente d

by two Japanese colleagues in this meeting. It naturally

suggests the role of FCI to the LMFBR Safety .

S.J . Board

I agree with Fauske, progress has been made as we have . found

the initial conditions ; the worst case initial conditions

for vapour explosions . This is what we were not sure abou t

in 1973 meeting. And this is progress as it helps in the

actually defining of the worst case .

K .B . Stadi e

This concludes the review of thé progress between the tw o

meetings and we come to question 2 : "Is it possible t o

identify SFI areas which. are not yet covered by the present

research and development programme "

R .W.Wright

I am probably not answering the question, it seems to

me that we are in a position where I think one strongly

identified trigger, mechanism has been established by Bob

Henry's experiments and it seems to me that a major question

is : are there other trigger mechanisms or is this unique ?
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The obvious cases that I would worry abolit are the situation

where the fuel vapour pressure in the centre of 'the pin has

the potential for driving the molten fuel into the coolant ;

you have the cladding barrier which inhibits this . It seem s

to me that is an important situation that doesn't follo w

directly from the Henry/Fauske analyses and experiments and

needs to be investigated experimentally.

The other one that I worry about strongly is molten fuel ,

or masses of molten fuel, followed by a possible entrapping

of some sodium . . Armstrong's experiments have shown that

this can produce some pressure and this might be a triggering

mechanism . These are the two that I would be worried about

and we need to look at these, but they do not fit the categor y

of being new . They don't seem to follow in the present mode

of analysis as to whether they might be energetic or not .

L.Caldarol a

A large experimental effort to cover all the important area s

has already been put on FCI. One could of course implemen t

the experimental program according to Mr . Wright's suggestions.

So I shall not repeat what Mr . Wright already said . I think

one important point is to verify whether or not the condition s

which have been postulated by Board can possibly be attaine d

in a LMFBR. An experiment in this direction may be interesting .
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Unless of course everybody would agree that there is enough

experimental evidence to conclude that the hypothesis of

Fauske is the only right hypothesis . I would say that

first we have to discuss the hypothesis of spontaneou s

nucleation against the hypothesis of Mr . Board .

H .K . Fauske

I assume that the moderator was adressing his specifi c

question to a very specific system on mixed oxide fuel-sodium .

In this regard I have no new areas to add for further investi-

gation . With the exception that we are planning to carry out

in-pile experiments under short period conditions, as indicate d

by Bob Wright .

J . Cost a

Well I agree that a good understanding of the theoretica l

aspects of SPI is needed and in this respect I quite agree

that the comparison of the two propagation models has to be

assured and I am very anxious to see the results of this

comparison . But in general this kind of theoretical approach

on'the understanding is a very long way and sometimes we nee d

more applied experiments in order to give indication t o

engineers in charge of designing . In this line I think that

we have heard quite a lot about very interesting, but theore-

tical and far from realistic experiments, for instance thos e

with mineral oils . They are very far from fuel melting in a

core environment . That is why, in my opinion, there is a

real need for experiments involving realistic conditions and

we are working in this way in Grenoble, but unfortunately
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it is progressing very slowly, the experiments are difficul t

and the experiments performed up to now are not as realisti c

as we would like . There is a real need for these experiments .

For instance experiments involving the expansion of the fue l

due to heat generation, as we have mentioned, experiment s

involving the cladding, the core structures in the inter-

action zone and as these experiments are very heavy t o

carry out under in-pile conditions we see that we shoul d

continue to think about those types of experiments .

In addition to that I think we have to keep in mind that

not only the possible interaction located inside the cor e

is important but also, and I quite agree with Bob Wright ,

that after an accident, involving a large mass of fuel, we

can be faced with another type of interaction involving

entrapment of sodium by the fuel when it has gone to the bottom

of the main vessel . So this summarises the fields in which I

think there are needs for more experimental work in the

realistic field .

D.Jakeman

Well, like the previous speakers I agree that the condition s

following the nuclear excursions are important ones, I

think that we have to ask ourselves : do we accept all the

arguments which Dr . Fauske put forward? For example doe s

the presence of the clad prevent the required rapid mixing



during the disassembly phase . Dr. Fauske may be right

but I think it is still something which has to be looke d

at much more closely . Even assuming he is right on this ,

I think one still has to consider what else could happen .

We want to know whether, there is a possibility of heat ,

on a longer time scale, being transferred to the sodium

sufficiently rapidly, to give high slug impact velocitie s

even though it is not one of these special type of vapour

explosions .

A point which I think has only arisen at this meeting or bee n

discussed at this meeting is whether we could get a loca l

generation of sodium vapour which moves fuel rather rapidl y

in-to a more critical configuration giving a high reactivity

ramp rate leading to a very much larger nuclear excursio n

which has damaging potential far in excess of the ones con-

sidered by the gravitational fall of the molten fuel .

H.Nizut a

I think the problem of vapour explosion in NA-U02 system

should start with a more detailed discussion on the condition

of the liquid sodium - the liquid U02 contact under th e

reactor condition, including molten cladding, U02 vaporization .

Most simulant experiments on the vapour explosion have bee n

done with the liquid-liquid contact materials . But I think

we must choose carefully the simulant materials for findin g

the solidification of the hot l i quid before or after the

vapour explosion, if it applies to the LMFBR Safety .
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K.B.Stadi e

Several times during this discussion the Board/Fauske

controversy came up and I don't know if you want to re -

discuss this again . I understand there was some discussion

between Fauske and Board outside the meeting yesterday and

I wonder if there has been . some convergence of views whic h

may be worthwhile to be reported to the Group .

Who would like to take the lead ?

H.K. Fauske

We did have a detailed discussion . yesterday afternoon, I

can't necessarily say that there was any agreement being

developed in very basic areas of understanding . I think

that we can agree in certain areas : in terms of fluids

these must somehow be intermixed, as an example, in order to

cause an energetic interaction . This of course is not a new

statement, this statement was also made at the secon d

meeting. At the second meeting I suggested that inter -

mixing of this type could be caused if the contact temperatur e

indeed exceeded the spontaneous nucleation temperature .

There appears to be some agreement in this area. Beyond

that into the propagation mechanism area, having estalished

some inter-mixing, I think there is some fundamental differences

of opinion. For example ; the model proposed by Dr . Henry

differs from the model proposed by Dr . Board, in one very

significant area, and that is the propagation proposed by

Dr . Henry requires spontaneous nucleation, and that is a ver y

unique process which is quite different from that nucleation
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process that one could obtain from existing nucleation sites .

On the other hand the fundamental difference in Board's model

is in fact that he claims that this is not a necessary condi -

tion for propagation . I think that is a fundamental differenc e

that still has to be resolved .

I would like to add again, as I have done on a number o f

occasions before, that this fundamental difference is no t

essential to making certain conclusions in the LMFBR system

because that system has unique properties, very low therma l

conductivity of the fuel and high thermal conductivity o f

the sodium. That unique combination will,in my opinion ,

lead to conditions which will not satisfy the condition required

for inter-mixing in the first place .

I would like to make one additional comment on a comment

made by Dr . Jakeman and it is one that has been referred t o

many times before including Mr . Gilby and other people at

this meeting and that is the concern over mild fuel coolant

interactions . At the last fuel coolant interaction meetin g

this particular area was certainly pointed out by myself a s

a very important area and in fact at that meeting there wa s

much concentration on very energetic interactions . The are a

of mild interactions is very important, of course, in con-

sidering the reactivity in the system . The thing I find

somewhat disturbing on the other hand, is the continuou s

remarks relating to very high ramp rates under these conditions ,
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Certainly from a theoretical point this is possible . I

would like to caution that if one looks at the details and

takes a mechanistic approach, one not only has to consider

simple fuel coolant interactions, one has also to conside r

the details of the fuel failure locations, as well as, the

magnitude and only by considering these mechanisms can on e

then proceed' to make a filial statement in regard to reactivity

effects . It is not clear at all that a large secondary ramp

rate is the most likely thing to occur . In fact, depending

on failure mechanisms, fuel dispersal could indeed be sig-

nificant in reducing these ramp rates .

K.B . Stadie

I now would like to give Mr . Board an opportunity to give

his views on this discussion .

S.Board

Ifound it a very helpful discussion yesterday - I thought

we made quite a lot of progress in agreeing on the important

mechanisms in vapour explosions . We have agreed I think that

some degree of intermixing .of the materials before the explosion

is necessary .

I think there is much agreement on propagation mechanism s

between the Henry/ Fauske model and our model . In both

cases shock waves cause vapour blanket. collapse . Dr . Henry
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would say that they cause liquid/l i quid contacts but you

have to collapse the blanket to get liquid/liquid contacts ;

it is the same basic concept . This is an area of agreement .

I think shock waves aiding the fragmentation of large drop s

is an area in which there is not quite so much agreement ,

but I think that we both would agree that that can occur ,

and it could be important if it did . On spontaneous nucleation

I think I would certainly be happy to say that in a syste m

which does not have any other nucleation sites, spontaneou s

nucleation must be necessary for rapid vapour generation o n

contact, and whilst such rapid vapour generation is not

necessary for the theoretical possibility of a one-dimensiona l

detonation event, I think it could be important in the develop -

ment stages or in a 2-dimensional model of propagation . I

think there is some agreement that for sodium and U02 we

cannot be absolutely sure of perfect wetting on micro-secon d

time scales . Whether we need conventional nucleation site s

or whether it is heterogenous nucleation of an imperfectly

wetted interface is perhaps an academic point . What remains

I think is some agreement that it might just be possible t o

have significant explosions in an intermixed configuration

with sodium and U02 . We cannot rule out the possibility o f

a high yield if the required intermixed configuration coul d

be set up, and I think there is also agreement that, wit h

the present understanding, it would be quite wise not t o

rely in a safety argument on a low probability of a high

yield in this configuration . But, perhaps Dr . Fauske disagrees .
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Then if the safety argument would benefit significantly

from a low probability of a high yield in that worst case

configuration then we should recommend the key experiment s

to try to determine the yield and I think that Dr . Pauske

would agree with that last point .

K .B . Stadie

I think that this dispute has given some food for further

contributions and I would like the panel members to voic e

their opinion on these two statements .

J . Cost a

We have had just now an interesting discussion on th e

necessary conditions and I have a proposal for these two

schools of theory ; they should agree not only on necessar y

conditions, but also on conditions that are necessary an d

sufficient .

R .W. Wright

I have a kind of in-hand feeling-that if you have the situa-

tion of pre-mixing, the sodium is surrounded by U02 and

it cannot get out, that you are going to get it to vapouris e

and there will be some pressure, and it will expand and thi s

is a potential triggering mechanism . It seems to me that

Henry-Fauske established one triggering mechanism and the

major question is : can we get into situations where there is
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some other way we can get into trouble .

L . Cal darol a

It looks to me that a "course mixing" is very unlikely t o

occur because we don't have stable film boiling . We are doing

some experiments in Karlsruhe to prove that there is no stabl e

film boiling between fuel and sodium . So I don't see how one

can get to this "course mixing" .

D.Jakeman

It is all very well Dr . Fauske arguing that it is not now

a crucial issue in the safety case . Even if that wer e

accepted, I sill think, in order to have any convictio n

in putting forward the safety case, many of the periphera l

problems have to be examined we have to have at least som e

solution for them . I don't think it is completely accepte d

and it doesn't seem to me that it is a fundamental law of

nature that you only get two li quids staying in contact in

a triggerable condition when you have film boiling. That

is certainly one requirement and I think there is no contro -

versy here, but is this the only condition that will keep

materials apart ? That is something that re quires more

thought .

H.Mizut a

Again, . I think the vapour explosion occurs only due to the

liquid-liquid contact mode . So I would like to find ou t

under the reactor condition that,'a sodium-molten UO 2
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reaction can occur . That is my problem to design the out -

of-pile test facility .

A.Watanab e

I think the question is very simple in my opinion I woul d

rather prefer to see that the British school makes a n

experiment which shatters all the Fauske-Henry theory . If

you can make this kind of experiment, then you are the winner .

S .J . Board

I think we keep trying to do this, but everytime we try

to do it I think Dr . Fauske changes the rules . We have

certainly done this experiment with freon and sub-coole d

water, where we got a large scale energetic explosion an d

the contact temperature was below that of homogenous nucleation ,

heterogenous nucleation to make the theory a little mor e

complicated . I think there have been plenty of experiment s

where explosions have occurred with the contact temperatur e

below the spontaneous nucleation point . Most of them have

been low energy and I think Dr . Fauske changes the rule s

and defines that they have to be high energy events to satisfy

his criterion . The low energy events don't disprove it ,

despite the fact that almost all small scale events are

lowerenergy anyway . There have been experiments with lo w

melting point alloys and water with the contact temperatur e

about 200° . There have been explosions with steel and sodiu m
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that I guess it is easy to explain on the basis of prefere d

nucleation sites . But the one key experiment that I woul d

be prepared to agree with Dr . Fauske, that he couldn't charg e

the rules enough to dispute, would be the one in which we us e

sodium and U02 in a predispersed configuration. And I think

to do this you may have to have nuclear heating, so I think

it may turn out to be the . one that we have mentioned before .

K.B . Stadi e

To conclude discussions on this controversy I call upon Mr .

Fauske followed by Mr . Wright .

H.K . Fauske

First of all, the discussion yesterday between Board and

Caldarola/Dr . Henry and myself . Following our meeting Dr .

Board tried to summarise apparently his opinions from tha t

discussion. I did have an opportunity to look at these comments

at lunch time and I did indicate to Board at that time that

I simply did not agree with them . Except perhaps for the

first question he stated, nevertheless he did read the m

and it sounded almost like I agreed with most of them . Quit e

often when one is willing to put oneself, so to speak in th e

open, by proposing theories, particular in areas of fuel coolant

interaction and other areas of fast reactor safety which ar e

very important areas and are of concern for public health an d

safety, one must also expect to take some criticism . It i s

quite often much easier to criticise than providing constructive

criticism .
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When we first developed the theory related to spontaneou s

and homogenous nucleation, that theory was put forward t o

provide a possible explanation for some very unique experi-

ments executed at Argonne National Laboratory, at that time

under the leadership of Bob Wright, which indeed produced

energetic vapour explosions and above surface shock waves
were injected into smal l

when small quantities of pure uranium sodium/ The proposal quantitie s
of pure

put forward at the time stated that such an explosion could uranium .

be explained by overheating of the sodium to some high super

heat which subsequently led to rapid expansion. It was also

suggested that if that theory was correct we could make som e

important conclusions in regard to the LT'TFBR reactor becaus e

the explanation was basically based on lack of nuleation sites .

In the reactor, on the other hand, one would certainly expec t

to have nucleation sites present which would prevent such a

situation . Since that time the theory has been elaborate d

and become more detailed, in the sense that it has not onl y

included homogenous nucleation but it has extended the

concept to include spontaneous nucleation because it turns

out that spontaneous nucleation in the general sense is also

a practical thing to deal with . Nucleation can indeed occur

at liquid/liquid interfaces rather than in the bulk depending

on contact angles . And because of this dependence on contact

angle, the theory becomes not as specific as we would lik e

to have it . On the other hand if one looks at the LMFBR

system specifically with the . uranium oxide-sodium system one

finds that the temperature upon contact is very very much belo w

the homogenous nucleation , temperature such that uncertainties ,

in specifying a spontaneous nucleation temperature, are certainl y

much less than in many other systems that we have dealt wit h
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in the laboratory including such systems as the Freon-2 2

and water and in other systems . I should also like to say

that I welcome experiments to either prove or disprov e

hypotheses of the models being proposed . In fact, I would

like to see perhaps experiments with the uranium oxide system ,

but I would like to stress to this audience that I would lik e

to see these experiments carried out under realistic LNFB R

'conditions . If one was interested in assessng, and I certainly

agree with Dr . Costa's statement that one ouht to focus in o n

realistic conditions, I would like to see experiments unde r

prompt critical conditions, perhaps up to thé full sub-assembl y

scale size if that is necessary, to see if you can get energeti c

interactions . I welcome such tests and since I am responsible

for the R & D programme, at least part of the R & D programm e

in the States, we are indeed moving forward to carry out suc h

tests . . I certainly personally believe that these tests wil l

lead to very low energy conversion .

R .W . Wright

The possibility of some U02 sodium in-pile experiments to tes t

the Board/Hall model has been alluded to and I think I shoul d

mention what is in mind here . There is the possibility o f

using the SPPRT3 fast burst facility at Sandia Laboratorie s

to do such an experiment . Pre-mixed U02/sodium bursted t o

melting in about 20 micro-seconds, and then detonate in a

one-dimensional shock tube geometry . This experiment would

be limited-in diameter to about 1 cm . There is currently som e
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investigation of such an experiment going on. There are .

several questions in my mind and I am sure other people hav e

other questions too . These questions, in my mind, have to

be resolved before I want to go ahead with it . One is whethe r

this size is sufficient to give a meaningful result . William s

at Sandia has some doubts but we will be doing that . I

personally also share the reservations of Dr . Fauske, which

.he expressed about such experiments . In the real world that

we live in results can be misinterpreted .

Let's assume an unreactor like situation and we get an

energetic result which could then be applied and say wha t

is going to happen in a reactor . So a second criterion in

my mind for doing such an experiment is that it is represen-

tative of a real reactor situation . If it is not and it i s

purely a scientific type experiment I think one needs t o

think about doing it .

K .B . Stadie

Could we also have Ernest Gilby's view on this controversy ?

E.V.Gilby

I am rather keen to establish that we are doing justice t o

Fauske's case, perhaps you will forgive me if I try and say

something on his behalf . As I understand it he . is putting

forward a whole package of points to deal with fast reactor

safety . When you read his paper in detail, part of th e
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package concerns looking at a number of specific fast reacto r

faults (like the sub-assembly case) in which he is urging tha t

people should take a realistic view of the accident sequence .

He makes a similar point about being realistic about the pressur e

driven recompaction and so on, I thought that he was asking u s

to accept a package to deal with a number of fast reacto r

safety situations which bother people . He doesn't want us to

bother about them because he believes that there are realisti c

accident descriptions in which the SFI problem doesn't aris e

and I think he would say that, if in other countries you ar e

still bothered about these, then you are not being realisti c

in his terms. Then he is left with a residual number of

problems and it is only to these residual number of problem s

that he wishes to apply his theory . So far am I right ?

H.K. Fauske

I think you are saying it very well .

E.V.Gilby

Now the only thing in the list of things which he didn' t

deal with in his paper is the one which I am inclined t o

think worries me most . You didn't make any statement in

your paper or in your opening statement about the possibilit y

of SFI effects in the situation where you are getting int o

the post accident heat removal considerations and the contro l

of core debris . Is there any chance then that you woul d

get the mild SFI we talked about that gives a sodium effect
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on the roof

	

I think if you dealt with that one you woul d

have presented a coherent overall picture . It isn't a pictur e

that I would agree with but I think it stands up as an over-

all case and it does less than justice if we only pick out

the homogenous nucleation theory.

I think then that we have the situation in that the overal l

situation in Europe,(e .g. in France, as described in Tanguy' s

paper, in the UK as I understand it) . ,We have got problem s

to which you haven't addressed your SFI considerations becaus e

you think that they are not realistic . I am simply saying that

even if we accepted everything you say as representing the US

point of view, I am afraid it doesn't make the European worrie s

go away . We are still stuck with worries in a number of areas

in which SFI should come in simplybecause the basis of our

safety arguments and the line of the safety case we are developing

is not consistent with what you gave in your invited paper .

K .B . Stadi e

What is the US regulatory position on a question like that ?

R .W . Wright

I think our concern is simply as I expressed it, there ar e

other situations that we can get into difficulties and we ar e

concerned with power-burst energetics and melting of fue l

pins . I think that multi-pin things are more psychologica l
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than scientific . The proving of an hypothesis is very, ver y

difficult . I suspect strongly that any effort to prove tha t

it is not possible to get an energetic interaction, a larg e

energy transfer from molten fuel to sodium uner all possibl e

and imaginable conditions is doomed to failure . I think we

are going to have to focus more clearly on situations tha t

are reactor oriented . Our concern is with our system, our

reactor, not with a hot fluid and a cold fluid in general .

K .B . Stadi e

Anything on the French position ?

J. Cost a

No .

K.B . Stadi e

As we expected I don't think we can do miracles in this pane l

which we couldn't do during the 2h days preceding sessions.

Yet we have to come up with some sort of statement, som e

sort of recommendation for CSNI. Over lunch, the pane l

members, with the exception of Hans Fauske, who could not b e

there, discussed a preliminary statement which Bob Wright wil l

try to read out slowly and we will see whether this group a s

a whole can agree to transmit this statement to CSNI .
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R.W.Wright

The idea was essentially that may be we are not going to

be able to show non-energetics for all two-fluid systems ,

but may be we look at the reactor case in accident conditions .

"A convincing demonstration. that energetic molten fuel sodium

interactions are not possible under any conditions may well

be beyond our capability even if it should be true . For

LMFBR safety purposes it may be necessary to treat the chain

of events necessary to get an energetic interaction separatel y

for different accident conditions . It would be sufficient fo r

safety purposes to establish that one or more elements of the

chain are broken for each accident condition, with different

elements being broken for different accidents. In such an

approach it is necessary that the spectrum of accident

conditions be identified and this is difficult to assure .

We suggest a chain of events necessary to get an energeti c

interaction, large work potential, is as follows ,

1) significant mass of molten fuel ,

2) proximity of comparable volumes of sodium ,

3) course mixing ,

4) an interaction trigger ,

5) interaction propagation ,

6) high interaction work potential .

The effects of molten steel need also to be considered ,

propagation of failures is considered to be a separate

problem ."
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(The participants in the CSM specialist meeting on sodium .

fuel interaction approved the above statement) .

H.K. Fauske

In my invited paper, which I thought was very well summarise d

by Hr. Gilby, I tried to look at specific accidents and looked

at them mechanistically, tried to address each of them and

I think that is what we have to do . With this approach I

think one can come to conclusions as to what sort of config u-

rations are possible . Whether fuel is separated or not separated .

In a subassembly accident where you have a possible melt ou t

of a subassembly, one of the things you have done in order t o

achieve that melt down, is to basically separate the system .

It is no longer dispersed, at least not at that time, an d

then you proceed in the accident analysis and you ask yourself :

"Can I not, following separation, again produce a highly

dispersed system . That is the sort of thing I tried to do

in my paper, and I tried to put an answer to it . I tried t o

do the same thing in the accident dealing with prompt burs t

conditions, discussing some very unique and generic features ,

that are always present in the INFBR system, and from tha t

I tried to make certain conclusions .

I tried to do the same thing on the recriticality questions ,

by bringing in the issue of internal heat generation, that ma y

play a very important role in the sense of preventing coheren t

masses of fuel from coming back together . I think that these
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are the types of things one has to consider and it become s

very specific, depending on the accident initiator and the

accident se quence ; we have to do this .

Now, I also agree on the one area I did not take up in my

paper as it is very difficult in this very complex problem t o

include everything . I again agree with Hr . Gilby in the are a

of post-accident heat removal. I do not necessarily see the

same concern of a very energetic interaction following a mild

dispersal of fuel from the core because the fuel is always

likely to be in a debris form and again that depends on th e

accident se quence and we have to look at that specific problem .

But I agree post-accident heat removal is another area we hav e

to look at, so I think I am being misinterpreted if I simply

say that it is independent of any accident situations and

any accident initiators . I am simply making the conclusion

that vapour explosions seems very unlikely in an LK BR . I

think you are indeed misinterpreting me, if that is . th e

situation, I would like to correct that .

I am a little bit confused, I guess, by Mr . Gilby's remark

in the end where he says that we in the United States ar e

looking at the accident mechanistically and try to mak e

certain conclusions which differ all that much from th e

European approach . If that is the case, I would like t o

have some elaboration on that comment as to what is the position

in Europe since it would be my understanding, based on my



contacts that I have had in Europe, even visiting Europ e

recently, that that certainly would not be universal fro m

one country to the next if that was the case . I find that som e

of the approaches in France and their accident analysis of

Super Phenix, from what I can understand, is getting quit e

mechanistic in nature and I understand that the safety analysi s

approach in Germany is also quite mechanistic in nature and

I am interested to hear whether a similar approach has bee n

taken in England or whether it is quite different .

E.V .Gilby

I think the point that I was making is that on a number of

accidents where you have almost reached a conclusion, Europ e

has not got that far . For example,in Europe I think in the

sub-assembly accident it is not concluded that there wil l

not be a SPI . In fact what is done is to establish wha t

size of SPI is safe by experiments in which whole core model s

are simulated and you fire-off charges inside and then yo u

prove that the SPI lies below that level . So, yes, I think

that in many of the faults a mechanistic approach is bein g

followed, but at present the conclusions are different . I

mean on the sub-assembly fault in your paper you said rapi d

pin-to-pin propagation is highly unlikely, I don't think

that we have got that far in Europe yet . In your paper you

say any sub-assembly faults ought to be detectable by thermo -

couples or delayed neutron detection . I don't think we have

got that far in Europe yet, when we come to looking at putting
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practical engineering into the reactor . So I am not really

disagreeing with the principle of what you say I am saying

that the state of examination of these faults in Europe seem s

to me leave us in a different position to the one that yo u

have taken up . We still need some SFI considerations to b e

fed into faults where you are suggesting from your approac h

that it would not be necessary .

J . Costa

In fact I am not a safety man so I don't want to enter in

this kind of discussion on the safety but I would like t o

say that conlusions, derived from a specific reactor and fo r

a specific type of accident, for a specific sequence of events ,

is only valid for this specific type of accident and it i s

very dangerous to extrapolate and to draw ageneral conclusio n

derived from very particular aspects . I would like just t o

remind you of an example in the past . There has been som e

differences between the approach in a similar field : sodium

boiling . In fact we were searching for differences, becaus e

in the different type of reactor we are not dealing with th e

same parameter range . So in this case it might be the sam e

so I emphasise the fact that such conclusions are only vali d

for a given type of reactor and a given type of accident

sequence .

R .W . Wright

I think I need to say something about mechanistic accident s

such that I am not forced into a position which really would
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not be proper . . I was not alluding, in what I was recommending

in the way of a possible approach on FCI, to advocate safet y

research, at least from my point of view, on mechanistic base s

like the location of fuel failure and things like that. I

think that what I said in that written statement had to do

with gross differences, prompt burst disassembly sodium an d

is physically quite a different system for the U02 and sodium

fuel interaction I think could be quite different and if that

if considered mechanistic then I think we need to realistically

look at these different situations for SPI . But I don't want

to be saying that it is sufficient to do detailed prototypi c

type accident anlysis . Excessively mechanistic accident

analysis is not that at least, I was referring to . I am sorry

that is nuclear .

A .Watanab e

I think Dr . Gilby expressed a very candid opinion on the

European position, I think, and I am going to do the sam e

thing. We have been doing accident analysis starting from

the back end of the sequence . I think we should really try

to start from the beginning of the sequence because what i s

bothering us now, at least in the design safety group, is the

containment design, for which the initial condition is not

well known. So I personally rather feel that we should tr y

to get a proper initial condition, not a final condition .

Of course there will be a lot of unknown parameter yet, but
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by doing so we can still get some feeling . Probably in the

long run you can come up with a sort of Rasmussen study for .

the FBR, but for the moment I think we are just doing it fro m

backward . In that case it is very. hard to get what is a

reasonable configuration to start with .

D.Jakeman

It seems to me there is a bit of confusion here . Everybody

agrees that in describing reactor sequences, it is desirabl e

to have a mechanistic approach with realistic situations .

That is not in dispute . On the other hand, I think it i s

also agreed that you have to look a little bit furthe r

a field from what you think is the most likely thing t o

happen and should include what could conceivably happen .

If you go to the extreme and let your imagination run riot ,

all sorts of scenes can be postulated and we will never b e

able to clear them all . But it is where to go between thes e

two extremes that we are talking about . I think this is
agreement .

where we can never expect to be in complete / In the end ,

the judgement has to be made by reasonable people on the

licensing side and reasonable poeple on the design side . .

I don't see how that sort of reasonable judgement can b e

debated in a forum like this and it is not surprising that

we are not getting agreement between say the Americans and

Europeans . I think it is very difficult to decide what . con-

promise between these two extremes has to be made .
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S .J . Board

I think perhaps a compromise does exist in that I think w e

are all agreeing now that it is not possible to rul e

out energetic FCI on fundamental physical grounds . We have

to rule it out on other grounds . I think the Americans, the

British, everybody is agreeing with this now .

H.K. Fauske

I do not agree with that last statement made by Dr . Board .
I think that is not the way to represent my opinion on th e

subject . It is my opinion that energetic vapour explosions

in LMFBRs can indeed be ruled out .

	

Perhaps one has
to put interpretation into the statement "can be ruled out "

I think it would be somewhat unfortunate if one said tha t

energetic fuel coolant reactions are impossible because i f

you brought it into debate, then you get into the fundamental

issue of proving impossible is impossible . But it would b e

my conclusion from what I have seen today of both analysis ,

experiments, and all the kinds of information presented a t

this meeting, that they have not changed my opinion that

energetic vapour explosions are indeed very difficult to hav e

taking place in the LMFBR system . I will put it in this way :

the only way one could get such energetic explosions in th e

LMFBR system, one would have to postulate unreasonabl e

physical processes . On the other hand it is certainly

possible from a theoretical point of view to have such energeti c

interactions . That is a very significant difference in term s

of words . Theoretically speaking I would agree that you coul d

have energetic fuel coolant interactions in an LMFBR system ,

on the other. hand I do not see physical processes that woul d

lead to such energetic interactions . I would like to emphasis e

that_I can make that statement more general and say I see-n o

reason from a theoretical point of view not to have ver y

energetic excursions in an LMFBR . On the other hand, one

would have to postulate unreasonable physical processes in

order to produce excursions in an LMFBR system . This is what
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we are saying.

D.Jakeman

Again there is a dilemma, even if you can't see precisely the
physical processes which lead to some undesirable consequenc e
it does not mean to say that they need not be considered
further . For . example, on your . point when you were discussing

high reactivity ramp rates arising from fuel movement, you
said that if you were to look into this in more detail I

presume that this is what you mean by mechanistic approach -

that you would find that fuel sweep out or some other dispersa l
mechanism is very likely . We agree that this could occur

but on the other hand, have other possibilities really bee n

ruled out? Even though perhaps nobody has identified any

specific scenario for pressure divers compaction, there i s

no physical law which says that such compaction is impossible .

H.K . Fausk e

I think in assessing the safety of any plant, whether itis
nuclear or non-nuclear one has to use judgement,. one has t o
use engineering judgement . One simply cannot afford t o
postulate all kinds of theoretical possibilities and then try

to make the plant safe from these considerations . One has . t o

look at the situation in hand, one has to ask is there, or is .

there not, reasonable physical processes that can be visualise d

to cause either energetic excursions or mild excursions . If
we are dealing with a nuclear plant as an example, it is very

easy to postulate various sequences, you may have one, I may
have one . What I am asking is : having postulated thes e

sequences, are the physical processes that you have postulate d
reasonable or not . That is what you have to answer and it
is different for each reactor, I agree with that . The
difference perhaps from a Phoenix type design and CRBR type
design, for example, in sodium boiling, that's one area . They
may be different, so . the reactor design has to be considered ,

the reactor site has to be considered, but we have to talk abou t
reasonable physical processes .
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P.Jakeman

I agree with this but it doesn't surprise me that in coming

to the compromise that I was talking about, that differen t

countries come to slightly different positions . This is

probably why Ernie Gilby says in Europe it is not quite th e

same position as in the United States . That is not too

surprising to me ..

J . Cost a

It is very difficult, I think, to prove that any chain o f

events is impossible . For instance, you agreed that energeti c

interactions have been obtained by Armstrong, by injection o f

sodium in molten U02 . So, do you postulate that such a n

entrapment of sodium into molten U02 is impossible under any

reactor conditions ?

H.K. Fauske

To the best of my understanding of Armstrong's experiment s

and interpretation by the experimenters, they did have a

vapour explosion in that particular experiment and I accep t

their findings ; in fact it is a very significant piece o f

information. In fact, in a fundamental way, it shows tha t

reactor materials, like sodium and uranium oxide can indee d

produce something very energetic, which can be classified a s

an explosion, I think that is very important .

Some years ago I attended a conference on sodium boiling an d

most of the papers were entirely on sodium superheat . I think

the conversation I would like to bring up is important an d

I think we ought to take a note of it . In fact when I got

back to the United States and tried to read all the paper s

ana accumulate all the superheat data I found it necessar y

to represent these data on semi-lpg paper because there was a n

incredible range of variation in superheat data . In fact

superheat ranged as high as 500 - 600°C above the boiling point .

Now that is an enormous superheat and it caused tremendou s_92S_



concern to reactor designers . I would also like to emphasise '
to you, at that same meeting the reactor designers were
standing up all over the place and saying : "Hey, but that
cannot occur in my system" . Because the experiments that
have been provided and the data that have been provided were
obtained from highly idealised systems in a laboratory . Peopl e
sitting around trying desperately to provide very clean system s
certainly want to produce high superheat in these conditions .
I would like to recall that amongst the papers presente d
yesterday there was also a paper on sodium injection int o
molten steel . It is not surprising again one finds very
vigorous explosion of sodium that can generate high pressures .
Indeed we found the same high pressure being generated on solid
surfaces, if one takes great pains in developing them . What
I am asking is : are these conditions equivalent to th e
reactor system . Now in the LMFBR, as far as the superhea t
problem is concerned, maybe I am wrong but it is a genera l

concensus now in the reactor community that high sodium supe r
heat is not realistic in a reactor system . I guess what I am
saying is that when it comes to very vigorous fuel coolant
interactions, particularly the example that you mentioned, shows
that it is possible in ideal laboratory experiments . It is not
at all clear to me that it is possible, particularly on a larg e
scale, in an LMFBR system . That is indeed what is being said .
I think one has to be very careful in making extrapolations
from very clean ideal laboratory experiments to the reactor
system. I am not saying that laboratory experiments are not

meaningful, but one has to be very careful in extrapolating .

R.Stadie

I think it is now time for us to try to agree on recommendation s
to CSNI .

E .V.Gilby .

Can't we simply conclude • the following : that this meeting
recommends that two activities should continue in parallel .
One of these is : we should establish the scientific basis
and'that in parallel and in some other place somebody else

should be looking at the accident chains and identifying the
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conditions under which the scientifically based ideas are

going to . be applied . Do we want to say anything more than

that as a conclusion?

What I am afraid of, is if we go on discussing, trying t o

reach some very broad based conclusions we will go on arguing ,

when in fact, probably all that we really want to do at thi s
meeting is to say where we are going from here . Rather than

attempting to agree some very broad statements, isn't i t

the practical outcome that we want to agree on, namely tha t

the scientists continue to meet to try and better define th e

boundaries inside which sodium fuel will or will not interac t

and that is one activity. Quite separately somebody is going

to argue about how that information is going to be fitte d
into the safety argument .

K .B . Stadi e

This may very well be the recommendation .

L . Caldarol a

My opinion is very clear . One problem is to establish the

conditions which are likely to lead to coherent sodium fue l

interaction . Once you have done that (and this is the work

of the group), you have to check if these conditions are

likely to occur in a fast reactor. So I think you just made

a jump bit I think that we can draw this conclusion from th e

discussion .

K.B . Stadi e

Can I now invite opinions on these proposals by Mr . Gilby
and Mr. Caldarola .

H.K. Fauske

I would like to make the following recommendations . First o f
all, any meeting that I have been to before, one of the con-

clusions has always been to have another meeting . I would like
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to stress though that we should try to work towards appal
cations . If - this meeting is to consider only uranium oxide
and sodium, I don't necessarily agree that the group should
only consider that system, but if that is the case, the onl y
system that I know of that uses such a combination of materia l
is the LMFBR . So I think the LMFBR then, having some inherent
characteristics, should be part of that study, rather tha n
making a complete scientific study .

J . Costa

If I understand correctly the point where we are now., we
have to come now to the futureevolution of meetings of thi s
kind. I think in France we still have a lot of things t o
understand and there are big programmes under progress at th e
present time and I think that to compare the results in a
meeting of this type should be welcome in about 2 year's time .
On the necessity of creating another group to analyse the
reactor conditions, I am hesitating,. because I think that there
are , already other places where such accident analyses are made .
So I would suggest to keep in mind that this kind of meeting
is really devoted to fast reactor safety, but to my opinion i t
doesn't need a special group to study the sequence of accident s
in fast reactor safety .

D.Jakeman

I assume what. we really mean here is whether one should exten d
investigations beyond those which are considered now the main -
line safety arguments. I think it is inevitable that even i f
you have got a main line safety argument you have to look at
other issues .

Having said that I do feel that a lot of work is supported as
being basic and scientific which probably is not connected t o
or is a long way from any reactor problem, . I wouldn't want to
pick out particular points at . this meeting .but I think that on
occasions some of the work has been a little bit too far removed
from the reactor case .
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R.W . Wright

I would be opposed to splitting up into specialised sub groups .

I think we have too much of that in the safety area, we have ,

I show my prejudice, the analytical code developers going of f

in their corner and playing their games and the laboratory

people going of in their corner and playing their games . I

think we all need to have our noses rubbed into the realit y
and be forced to face the real problems and I think that i t
is much better to have the different people working on th e
problems together . Another thing which I think has been very
constructive in this meeting has been the rubbing of the stone
and flint together and the sparks fly . I think that is th e

way we get progress, it is too easy in isolation to follow

your own pet research path and just keep plodding along, s o

I really think that it is best to have one group, fac e

reality and let the sparks fly round and I think we make progress
that way .

A.Watanabe

I rather prefer that this meeting be involved a bit more i n
accident sequence analyses, like Dr . Gilby suggested . The

reason is, I think, that there should be some very special

select sub-committee within the committee which does thi s
academic and very basic research . My impression is that thu s
far, people present in this session are mainly, in my opinion ,
very specialized mechanical engineers (or theoretical physicists?) .
I am a nuclear engineer and I am_not working for ASIE out I
am working for ANS, and this viewpoint should be taken by this
committee in my opinion . You see you have to see the feedback :
what you get from your Pei and so on. I would like to see thi s
FCr business from the reactor viewpoint .

S .J . Board

I would agree that knocking stones together are probabl y
productive . things but it can go too far and the reason that i t
goes too far in discussing science is because safety issue s
are so closely involved. One can separate to some extent the
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science of fuel coolant interactions as maybe applied in a

number of real situations like water reactors and molte n

metals and various other materials as. well as the fast breeder

reactor . There is a real scientific problem there and .I think

there is a need for people who are concerned with that proble m

to meet together to discuss the science of these explosions .

I think a slightly different, or really a very differen t

exercise which must also occur is to study the science o f

the safety of fast breeder reactors whether one can make a

mechanistic accident analysis and things of this sort . The

two activities are sufficiently separate that I don't see . that

they can go in together in the same meeting .

H.K. Fauske

I certainly agree that the science of vapour explosions shoul d

be understood . It is a very important subject and it is much

more important in other areas of industrial endeavours tha n
the LMFBR . I was surprised this morning when Dr . Jakeman

referred to the incident in England to provide some kind o f

justification . Certainly there are many incidents of thi s

type unfortunately in the past . We have had many. incidents

in the States, aluminium industry, steel industry, etc .

So there is a real need to understand science if you want to

use that word for vapour explosions, in many industrial
applications . . I would welcome a group that looked at thes e

problems, but I do object to a group looking at that proble m

specifically, only in terms of the U0 2-sodium system. But

that is indeed the charter of this meeting, as I understand

it, to look at sodium fuel interaction and if that is the

specific case then I think it would be like Bob Wright and th e

others have expressed, important to keep the application i n
mind. On the other hand if one wants to extend the subject t o
something more general in terms of understanding vapour

explosion, that takes a different classification or application .

D.Jakeman

I think the only difficulty in Dr . Board's suggestion is reall y
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a question of funding . It would be nice to have a group which

treated it as a science, but most of the pure sciences ar e

funded differently. I am not too sure to what extent th e

nuclear industry would fund a wide range of pure science .

K.B . Stadi e

I think that this would also hold for me, working for CSNI .

We have the LMFBR safety in mind, not just pure science .

E .V .Gilby

Well I think that you and I have got the job of telling CSN I

what are the recommendations coming out of this meeting and

possibly we have to say a word on how this organisation works .

If we recommend a 4th SFI meeting in two years time it would

have to be approved at the appropriate Committee meeting . But

one other sort of thing to which CSNI gives its blessing i s

specific activities, with specific terms of reference in which

a limited number of experts get together . We have got it

working in a number of other areas, but I think that as long

as we don't mention non-nuclear applications we could probably

get approval for a group . In other words a group looking a t

the science of fuel coolant interaction, we can have

U02-sodium, U02-water, plutonium-water, stainless steel-water ,

it would give us enough .

I would be prepared to speak to CSNI in favour of anothe r

meeting of this general type i .e .

supplemented by a more regular meeting of a limited number of

experts in the science of this particular problem. A meeting

to consider things broader than just SFI, it would bring i n

many of the experiments, metal-water, etc .

The fact that this meeting is called SFI hasn't stopped us

having lots of water interaction experiments .

J . Costa

Well I have just a comment to make to this proposal . I think
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we have had, maybe it is not the thinking of everybody, an

interesting meeting of 3 days on sodium fuel . interaction i n

the context of fast reactor safety . If you add to this kind

of meeting another application like light water reactor safety ,

steel industry safety, alumium industry safety, how long d o

you think this meeting will go on .

L.Caldarol a

If I understood you correctly you are speaking of a su b

group of experts on fuel sodium interaction . The results of

the study of this sub-group can be interesting to both groups ,

that of the water reactors and that of the sodium reactor . We

are speaking of a sub group if I understood correctly .

H .K. Fauske

In fact I may add that this special group should basicall y

focus in on explosion mechanisms, not all types of fuel coolant

interaction but specifically explosions .

R .W. Wrieht

If this panel goes forward with a sub group, which seems t o

me unwise, I would like to propose something else to the mai n

group which is LMFBR safety oriented ; it should maybe broade n

its charter into accident energetics, including fuel vapou r

work, fission gas effects and such that are not presently bein g

covered .

E .V.Gilby

This subject should be covered as CSNI sponsors quite a lot o f

groups and I am sure they would come up in a different grou p

sponsored by CSNI . It does prefer to have groups which concern

themselves with a limited area of work and I think that you r

particular point would be met by having a different group .

K .B . Stadi e

We have two more points to take up then, one is we had for a
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number of years a group on calculational models . CSNI has

asked this meeting to decide on the future of this activity .

May I ask the Panel Members, especially Dr . Jakeman who has

been the chairman of this group for the last 3 years to give

his views on the future of these activities .

D . Jakeman

I think I have made my position very clear on this one, i n

that the report that we wrote this morning was intended t o

be. a final report of the working group .

K.B . Stadie

If this is generally agreed by everybody then we recommen d

the termination of this activity for the time being .

Finally, we have in the past published a newsletter to bridg e

the 2-yearly gap between the SFI meetings and we have bee n

asked to make a recommendation concerning the future of thi s

newsletter, its contents, its regularity, etc . May I again

ask the Panel members for their opinion.

J. Cost a

It seems to me that an edition of a newsletter between toda y

and the next meeting . would be welcome and interesting .

D.Jakeman

I don't think this is a particularly onerous task and somethin g

like this should be done . In fact there should be a better

exchange of information, including experiments and experimental

results beyond what is given in this Newsletter . The summarie s

.in the newsletter are useful but don't enable a real exchange

of information . I am not too certain whether there is any

suggestion now of having another sub working group of some

form or another in order to exchange ideas between now and the

next meeting .

K .B . Stadie

As far as I understood the discussion on the science group ,
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we are merely recommending the setting up of suc h . a group to
CSNI .

D.Jakeman

I think I ought to make the point that at the calculationa l

working group meeting in addition to discussions on th e

various models there was an interchange of ideas and experimenta l

information and this was very useful . I didn't report thi s

this morning because most of the things were being reporte d

separately and in any case it was not in the original term s

of reference . In case I gave the wrong impression I think

that these meetings have been profitable in getting peopl e

together. I would like to see some contacts between now an d

the next meeting, but not specifically devoted t o

calculational models .

K.B. Stadi e

May I try to summarise what I understood we are going t o

recommend to CSNI .

1. We recommend another meeting of-the same nature as thi s

one and the previous ones in two years' time .
2. We recommend a group dealing with the fundamental science .

with a view to further the safety of the LMFBR . This group

would meet more regularly and would not require, and that i s

the important thing, approval from-CSNI every time it meets .

3. We have decided to discontinue the group on calculationa l

models .

4. We have decided to publish at least one to two newsletter s

between this SFI meeting and the next SFI meeting in two

years .

L .Caldarola

How often are you going to publish that newsletter? It is

not a regular publication according to my experience .



K.B . Stodi e

We have so far published one newsletter between meetings ;

which were h-eld at intervals of between 18 months and 2 years .

Therefore the next newsletter would be in about one year' s

time, providing that we have a meeting in about 2 years' time .

L.Caldarol a

I agree entirely with what you have said . The only thing I

don't understand is the following . We spoke about an improve d

system for exchange of experimental data . Do you include this

improved system? Will the exchange of experimental data b e

-done within the group, or will it be done as a separate point .

R .B . Stadi e

For the time being I see this as an additional proposal .

L . Caldarola

I would say if I can put the questoin . Do we agree to recommend

to this Committee that an improved system should be adopted fo r

the exchange of experimental data? Better than the present one .

K .B . Stadie

Can we have some views on that one before we close the meeting ?

E .V .Gilby

I think it is a good idea and we could do it by having a bette r

newsletter and maybe we could do two newsletters in the two

years but nearer the specialist meetings . I think one way of

doing this would be to make the newsletter rather mor e

informative and fuller .

K.B . Stadi è

There is a proposal to enlarge the newsletter in order t o
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improve the system for data exchange . I have to remind th e
group that there are budgetary limitations also within OEC D

And I am afraid that this might become a rather voluminou s

affair. I will have difficulty in selling it to my management ;

but we would make an effort if the group so wishes .


